Experience the Advantages of Thunderbolt™4

A single port and cable for connecting to power and your favorite accessories

Unrivaled Simplicity...for a better user experience

Reliable Connectivity...for increased peace of mind

Maximum Performance...for smooth video and fast data transfer

Look for the Thunderbolt icon for all these benefits

- One universal port makes it simple to connect to multiple protocols
- Always maximum performance¹ Unleash the power of your processor

- Computers with Thunderbolt 4 offer fastest data transfers¹
  - Thunderbolt 4: 3,000MB/s
  - USB4: 1,500MB/s
  - USB 3.2: 450MB/s

- Flippable and reversible, universal cables up to 2-meters long
- Enhanced security with Intel VT-d based DMA protection
- Wake your docked laptop by touching your keyboard or mouse²

- Computers, cables and accessories certified to ensure a reliable end-to-end solution

A smarter workspace with a single cable connected to your dock and accessories

Learn more about Thunderbolt 4 at thunderbolttechnology.net

---

1 Performance based on minimum specification requirements.
2 For thin-and-light laptops that require less than 100 watts to charge.
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